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Objectives:
This project aims to develop a low cost system for gas pipe leakage 
detection based on pressure sensor network. The project objectives 
are:
1- Review latest gas pipe detection techniques and regulations
2- Review pressure and temperature sensors network models
3- Design pressure and temperature sensors network 
4- Design and build connective predictive model of pressure and 
temperature change within leakages
5- Test model on several gas leakage scenarios 

Research Approach 
The approach is mainly based on hardware and software design with
industrial background and support. The project is expected to reflect
realistic gas pipe leakage detection within industry in Kuwait.
During the course of this project, I will be researching the literature
for the latest technologies and techniques, approach industry with
realistic plans and designs, and test on simulation system based on
simulation aid software such as Matlab.

Results
The two inputs are for pipe diameter 20 inch for an initial test. The
two data were merge in a matrix which is passed to the training
method ‘fit’. The model is then tested on a single pair of pressure
measurements and output is evaluated .

Conclusion:

The work consists of the
regression model and the data
generating model. The data
generation model is a key to

Abstract
Gas pipe leakage is one of the biggest contributors to gas losses during gas transportation and requires the high cost for detection and repairing. This project proposed linear and non-linear regression methods to predict gas pip 
leakage  based on pressure data. The pressure data can be easily observed at very low cost and continuous form. The linear regression algorithm was able to predict the exact leakage location accurately.  The algorithm is expected 
to reduce the cost of gas pipe leakage location detection therefore reduce the losses. 

Methodology
The method used in this project is divided into two stages:
1. Obtaining training Dataset for the AI model: Dataset is very hard to

produce in real environment as the cost could rock up. I have contacted
few gas companies and they all admit the problem of gas leakage and
the economical loss but they couldn’t consider the typical experiment to
generate the training dataset due to the very high cost and time
required to build the framework to produce the data.

2. Develop AI model, train the model and use it for prediction: the
obtained training data will require pre-processing stage and then
building a non-linear model such as artificial neural network.

huge amount of data for the regression model to work. The
simulation platform is built based on the mathematical
understanding of the leakage problem and modelled at the best
known mathematical description of the gas density, velocity, and
pipe parameters.

simulate the problem and generate


